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Layertronics and quantum geometric properties in twisted bilayers

This talk will discuss quantum geometric properties of electrons in twisted homobilayer semiconductors arising

from the layer pseudospin when twisting introduces its texture in real and momentum spaces. In small angle twisted

TMDs, real-space Berry curvature from the moire-patterned layer pseudospin texture realizes an effective magnetic

field [1] that underlies the emergence of quantum anomalous Hall effects recently observed in twisted MoTe2. The

gate tunable ferromagnetic QAH at filling factor 1 further implies the existence of an altermagnetic orbital Chern

insulator at filling factor 2, where sizable orbital magnetization makes possible field initialization of spin Neel order

and Chern number [3], with the sign of Chern number electrically switchable at zero magnetic field. I will also

discuss linear and nonlinear responses of quantum geometric origins from momentum space layer texture, including

the time-reversal even linear Hall counter flow [4], nonlinear dynamical Hall effect of a crossed geometry [5], and

interlayer electric multipoles driven by in-plane electric field [6].
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